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ABSTRACT

The trend on household debt is increasingly worrying in recent time. A 
data from the Department of Statistics in 2019 recorded that Malaysia is 
the country with the highest household debt in Asia at rate 82.7%. 
Meanwhile data collected by the Department of Insolvency in 2017 
recorded that around 64,632 Malaysians aged between 18 - 44 years old 
declared as bankrupt. These matters may be due to from the people's 
tendency to take on debt for luxurious purpose. Islam has allowed its 
believers to take care of all stages of benefits and participation in 
changing the way of life. However, to a certain point, Islam has placed 
limits and prohibitions on the use of loans for the purchase of wealth and 
maximisation of happiness. Several research objectives have therefore 
been identified in this analysis. The first objectives of this study is to 
explore the concept of debt from the point of view of the Maqasid 
Shariah. Second is to assess Muslims' inclination to go into debt for the 
purpose of luxury and last is to discover what the public thought about 
taking on loans for leisure purposes. The study will conduct by using a 
few instruments such as using a set forms online questionnaire. All 
collection data method will do online due to Covid-19 Pandemic to 
prevent any risk of infection. This research represents the attitude of the 
people of Kuantan towards debt. In fact, to observe their inclination to 
go into debt for the sake of luxury. This research also discusses how 
Islam considers debt through maqasid shariah.
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